










capacity to accommodate additional traffic.

Development proposals fall within these zones and is assessed according to the criteria in the table below.

3 A14

Cambridge.

Northern Bypass Red No capacity for growth. Sites would need to ensure no net increase in vehicles trips on the

Strategic Road Network.

Zones 3 ‘A14 Cambridge Northern Bypass’ and 8 ‘M11 North’ were considered to be the only zones with no capacity

for growth, and scored Red. This does not rule out sites at this stage. However, to be acceptable in planning terms

development proposals within these zones will need to demonstrate (through a Transport Assessment and Travel

Plan) no net increase in vehicles trips on the strategic road network.

Similarly, proposals within Cambridge (Zone 1) will need to minimise their vehicular traffic to minimise impact on the

strategic road network. This is consistent with the approach already being applied to many larger sites using a ‘trip

budget’.

In response to the above very generalized approach to impact on the strategic highway network it should be noted

that site 40325-Thorpe is on the Huntingdon rd within an urban area on the cusp of area 1 but within the boundary of

area 3. Given the site’s urban location the site has the advantage of being on the main road into Cambridge which has

the benefits of bus, existing designated cycle and pedestrian infrastructure modal choice. The bus stop into

Cambridge is 40m from the front of the site and the bus stop out of Cambridge 100m from the front of the site. Bus

routes available from the site are 1A, 1B, 5, 349, 350 C5, C6 and a number of schools and colleges stops. Thus, this

particular site must be given individual consideration as the council assessment methodology does specifically state

that for general zone 3 individual sites should ‘not be ruled out at this stage.’ 

We hope that the urban locational attributes of this site carry sufficient weight over rural locations which do not have

the adjoining transport connectivity advantages which results in a sustainable transport location.

Has the site boundary changed?

Are you submitting new accompanying evidence for the site?

What theme or themes best describe the accompanying evidence you are providing?

No

Yes

No

Yes

Landscape and ecology

Heritage and archaeology
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